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 Swiss National Day (1 August) on Titlis

GuidleProxy

Why not celebrate Swiss National Day (1 August) by enjoying the remarkable
alpenglow first-hand at over 3,000 metres above sea level. Up to the top of
the mountain before daybreak on Swiss National Day to enjoy the sunrise up
on the glacier including breakfast buffet in the Panorama restaurant in the
mountain station.

Programme:

From 4.15 to 5.30 a.m., mountain tours to the summit station are possible.
Followed by a mountain tour to the summit cross of the Gross-Titlis. Approx.
at 6.06 a.m. spectacular sunrise. 5.15 to 8.30 a.m. rich breakfast buffet at
Panorama Restaurant . From 7.00 a.m. there is a descent every 15 minutes.

Prices:

- Swiss national day highlight (breakfast buffet and cable car ride*): Adult CHF
109.00 / Children from 6 to 15 years: CHF 72.00

Prices with valid Titlis-Season Pass:

- Swiss national day highlight (breakfast buffet and cable car ride*): Adult CHF
87.00 / Children from 6 to 15 years: CHF 65.00

*Day passes, free of charge tickets etc. are not valid

The breakfast buffet takes place in all weathers - The mountain tour to the
summit is depending on the weather conditions.

Reservations are required. The number of participants for the breakfast in the
Panorama Restaurant is limited.

Venue:
6390 Engelberg

 www.titlis.ch/1.august

Contact Person:
Gerschnistrasse 12 6390 Engelberg
Gerschnistrasse 12
6390 Engelberg

 (0041) 41 639 50 85
 titlis@titlis.ch

Scan QR-Code to save this page offline,
share with friends and more.
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Registration under: www.titlis.ch/1.august

Events:
Donnerstag, 01.08.2024, 04:15 Uhr


